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Well, a short time ago Carsten Linnemann, federal chairman of the medium-sized and economic union
CDU / CSU and member of the Bundestag for the CDU, said that the generous social policy in matters
of Corona must now come to an end, and that the money cannot be poured out with a watering can.
And now it is known that his CDU friend Altmaier, whom he likes to praise for his work in the
Bundestag, wants to extend the so-called bridging aid for companies beyond September 2021, namely
until December 31, 2021. But possibly even longer. In addition, there has recently been a so-called
restart bonus, which companies also receive when they bring back staff from short-time work or new
hires. And this short-time working option will now also be extended until the end of 2021. Although
everyone has now reopened and has long since started again. Quite the opposite: Allegedly, catering
establishments cannot find enough staff because after such a long time they are no longer available as
mini-jobbers and have oriented themselves differently. Doesn't really fit in with Linnemann's
statements, but we already know that: If a company, its clientele, receive support, that's okay, but he
doesn't think that's okay with payments to employees.
And because the companies are doing so badly, some chains have now joined in to support the federal
government's desperate vaccination appeal, which is now being advertised with campaigns of millions
and stupid gifts for spontaneous vaccinations. In addition to the well-known sausages in Thuringia,
butchers are now known who give away certain goods, according to Mr. Heil at Markus Lanz. Or an
amusement park that offers 3 free rides - after the vaccination, of course. In addition to Aldi, Edeka,
Lidl, Thalia, Media Markt, Kaufland should also be involved in this campaign. Posters and notices in
shop windows and checkout areas are intended to alert customers to the “Live instead of lockdown.
Get vaccinated “point out. The vaccinations should then be able to take place in certain areas.
However, vouchers or gifts as a special motivation are not provided.
While here in Germany the tone against the "bad" unvaccinated citizens is getting rougher and more
and more reprisals are demanded through the back door in order to exert a compulsory vaccination,
according to a newspaper report the CNN in the USA has started to recruit employees who are
unvaccinated appearing to work, dismissed. This affected 3 employees who wanted to go back to work
from their home office. A vaccination is mandatory for all employees, according to CNN Worldwide
President Jeff Zucker. And there would be no room for maneuver. The employees still have time until
October 2021 to get vaccinated and then have to return to their offices - vaccinated or no longer have
a job.
It's not that far with us yet, but the voices that want to have something to say are getting louder and
louder, such as: Mr. Lauterbach, who now wants to demand an expensive PCR test from the
unvaccinated, and Mr. Brinkhaus, who comes along Slogans such as "Unvaccinated people limit the
lives of those who have been vaccinated" propagated. Seriously, he talks about the poor vaccinated
people taking on themselves to make appointments, going to two vaccinations and having accepted
that their health was sometimes not well afterwards and that now they are angry because of the
unvaccinated theirs Fundamental rights cannot be fully returned. I think Mr Brinkhaus is intentionally
twisting the facts. But he is not alone in that. Kretschmann also threatens those who refuse to be
vaccinated with inconvenience in the event of further refusal. If the incidence figures rise again in the
fall, even negative tests may result in e.g. B. restaurants or cinemas cannot be entered. The event
industry had already announced a similar approach.

Point 1: Not having received the unvaccinated Corona for 20 months shows how disciplined and
meticulous all the regulations have been complied with. Obviously, those who have recovered, some
of whom are also part of the group of vaccinated persons, did not do it so carefully. Point 2: Who is
violating all the rules, celebrating without a mask, attending major events, demos, discos, parties and
holidays abroad because of the newly won "immunity" against Corona? That's not what the
unvaccinated people do, who don't want to be infected. And as a young person who has now been
vaccinated said in an interview: I got vaccinated because I and my parents should be safe from Corona.
They and others have no idea and believe that and that is how they behave. JUST the unvaccinated
have to be more careful about being infected by the vaccinated, because they don't even know if they
are carrying the virus, because there are usually no external symptoms, and then the viruses are
spread. However, the unvaccinated do not carry on viruses because they do not have any. Mr.
Brinkhaus should refresh his non-existent medical knowledge instead of his vaccination and not tell
such shit. He should rather listen to the realities that run on the ticker every day: 3 employees of a
Berlin corona vaccination center took part in an open air event and got infected and of course passed
it on. Now everyone has to do a PCR test.
The CDC in the US relies on data from a place where 70% were already vaccinated. After festivals and
hustle and bustle on the street and behavior when there was never Corona, the infection rate suddenly
increased significantly. The result: Of around 470 infected people, 346 were already fully vaccinated.
How is that possible? Meanwhile, the federal government is making things very easy for itself at the
federal press conference: Instead of providing the citizens with transparent and factual information,
as Seibert always claims, they prefer to be detailed and covered up: No, they do not comment on
newspaper reports and studies, even then, if the American health authorities spread that. At the
request of the well-known journalist Mr. Reitschuster, Ms. Demmer interferes, who simply ironed the
whole thing off by saying, yes, one can assume that the federal government will take note of such news
and possibly also check or follow up. Of course, I don't know anything. Because strange: Especially in
the professional football scene, we know that they were the first to be constantly tested and then
vaccinated, but during this time I keep coming across news that games are canceled because several
players in a football club are infected and in quarantine again are. For example at Bremer SV, where
the entire team was sent to quarantine. Two cases are also known at Borussia Dortmund, also in
quarantine. The problem is obviously not the testing and vaccination of the players, but the willingness
afterwards to adhere to certain rules and simply refrain from certain activities. What else do the
unvaccinated do, otherwise they would be sick.
Speaking of the favorite topic of vaccination: In the city of Göttingen there is still the opportunity until
August 14th to get vaccinated spontaneously, so to speak, at various locations in the city. Everything
that is there is vaccinated: Moderna and Johnson & Johnson. And the US recently announced that it
does not want to allow unvaccinated persons to enter the country, for the time being this decision is
unlimited. And there is also a new data protection mishap to report: As the Pirate Party Germany
reports, one of the biggest mishaps has occurred in the Essen vaccination center. Actually, around 700
people were supposed to be informed about postponements of appointments and opening times of
the vaccination center by email, but at the same time they received an Excel file from over 13,000
people who had already been tested with all the relevant data such as name, address, date of birth
and telephone number, email address and vaccination data. Great.

And instead of always talking about the fact that the free citizen tests will soon be discontinued
because tests now amount to billions and yes everyone can be vaccinated and whoever does not
accept that should pay for the test himself, Spahn should answer why after various scams and Waste
of money in the corona pandemic, I have reported about it often enough, that vaccinators and helpers
are paid disproportionately, that it is a real gold mine to vaccinate. Then he and his ministry slept
properly again. Because as an assistant doctor reports in a contribution on BR television, the payment
would be GIGANTIC. You would get 100 euros per hour! and do this as a part-time job on the weekend.
In March she earned a whopping 15,600 euros for 156 hours. In the meantime, as is well known, it has
become less, for example only around 50 hours in May, when she only got just under 5000 euros. At
least she is honest: She put aside her bad conscience because of the high pay and said to herself: It's
just the way it is. She is right. If the state is stupid enough to pay that much money, it has the right to
take it with her. Most entrepreneurs and especially many politicians do it too - and various of them do
so without the corresponding work performance.
Interesting in this context is the attitude of Lower Saxony's Minister of Health Daniela Behrens to the
assessments and assessments of the STIKO, who have not yet issued an unqualified vaccination
recommendation for 12-17 year olds. For good reason. But she sees it very differently, Lower Saxony
will stick to the vaccination recommendation for children and adolescents from 12 years. It also rejects
inappropriate political interference criticized by the STIKO. Oh, what does politics and you yourself do?
Of course, politicians and they interfere in the work of STIKO and simply ignore the decisions. Ms.
Behrens has no particular proven health knowledge. In addition to public relations and journalism, she
worked as a department head in the Federal Ministry for Family, Seniors, Women and Youth from
2019-2021 and only became Minister for Social Affairs, Health and Equality in Lower Saxony in March
2021. So she has as much or little idea as any normal citizen. But there have always been politicians
who overestimated themselves.
And finally, I have another report of a special kind. One concerns a message from France that you can
only hold your head on. More and more young French are obviously doing everything they can to get
infected with Corona so that they can recover afterwards and get all rights back. They probably haven't
noticed that more and more young people have to go to intensive care units.

